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Abstract:Accurate, reliable, efficient, and robust simulation of groundwater flow in the unsaturated zone for 

the problems that characterized by sharp fronts in both space and time is computationally expensive. The 

accurate numerical solution of these problems by standard approaches with uniform spatial and temporal 

discretization usually inefficient and simulation is too costly. Moreover, it is very difficult to obtain explicit 

solution of Richards' equation by using standard time integration unless very small time steps are used in the 

integration process. Economical and robust solution  may be achieved with variable time step size instead of 

constant time step size use. In this study, adaptive method in time is used to solve Richards' equation with finite 

difference technique. Temporal adaptation is accomplished by using variable order, variable step size 

approximation. We show how a differential algebraic equation can give accurate solution, have good mass 

balance properties and more economical for a wide range solution accuracy. The accuracy and computational 

efficiency of the method are evaluated by comparison with a uniform spatial discretization that is adaptive in 

time for three problems simulating one-dimensional flow processes in unsaturated porous media. The results 

indicate that the method is quite competitive with spatially and temporally adaptive approach. We conclude that 

the method can be effectively implemented and efficient alternative to standard approaches for simulating 

variably saturated flow in one spatial dimension. 
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I. Introduction 
In recent years, the attention of groundwater simulation has been increased, because of growing the 

industrial, municipal and agricultural activities that the quality of subsurface environment is being unfavourably 
affected by them. Fluid flow in unsaturated porous media is governed by Richards' equation (RE) which is 
closed by the constitutive relations to describe the relationship among the fluid pressures, saturations, and 
relative permeabilities[1, 2]. It is highly non-linear parabolic partial differential equation (PDE) which is often 
difficult to approximate since it does not have a closed-form analytical solution. 

To obtain the numerical solution of RE, it is needed to solve the suitable form of the equation, the closed 
form of the constitutive relations are used, the spatial approximation, the temporal approximation, the non-
linear equation solution, and the linear equation solution methods. For each of these facts standard approaches 
have evolved, while latest advancements recommend potentially attractive alternatives to the standard choices 
in some cases [3]. 

It is suitable to decouple the issues of temporal and spatial accuracy for solving RE numerically. Low-
order finite difference or finite element spatial approximations and low-order time integration techniques are the 
most common approaches to approximate the RE [4, 5]. Moreover, currently, most of the variably saturated 
flow simulations are done based upon fixed spatial grids and either fixed time-step or an empirically based 
adaptive time stepping method [6, 7]. The numerical stability of the finite element model is enhanced by mass 
lumping since earlier findings indicate that reliable mass formulation might cause numerical oscillations [6, 8, 
9]. Previous studies emphasize the importance of appropriate treatment of the time derivative for consistent 
numerical simulations [6, 10]. The backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson schemes are the commonly used time 
stepping schemes. In addition, the three-level Lees' scheme, the Douglas-Jones predictor corrector method, 
implicit Runge-Kutta scheme and backward difference scheme are used to approximate the RE [11, 12]. 

It is require that the subject of significant research studies to the solution of the non-linear algebraic 
systems that arise in implicit numerical discretizations of RE. To resolve the nonlinearities, there are some 
iterative schemes have been proposed [10, 13, 14], e.g., Picard and Newton iteration methods, fast secant, and 
relaxation methods as well as non-iterative methods (e.g., the implicit factored scheme). In practice, the Picard 
method is prevalent due to its simple formulation and satisfactory performance [15]. 

Regardless of the above mentioned, for the certain class of difficult test problems, especially those that 
give rise to sharp fronts that propagate through the problem domain have significant issues of robustness and 
efficiency [3]. These sharp fronts in both space and time can require key changes in spatial adjustment as a 
function of temporal evolution of the problem. Numerical methods for RE were mostly restricted to 
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straightforward time stepping schemes together with finite difference or finite element spatial approximations. 
Fixed time step and heuristic are the two commonly used simple time stepping strategies, and these are crude 
and wasteful of computational resources within hydrological simulations [11]. Theoretically, the mixed 
formulation of RE suggest the fastest possible convergence rates. On the other hand, the difficulty of data 
structures for some combined adaptive methods can be substantial [16]. 

The solution of RE based on differential algebraic equations (DAE)/method of lines (MOL) approaches 
are more robust and efficient to traditional fixed and adaptive time-step approaches for solving difficult sharp-
front problems [17]. Temporal truncation error evaluation were used explicitly to control the solution order, 
which ranged from first to fifth order in time-step size in this method. Time adaptation integration methods with 
variable-step variable-order (up to fifth) DAE solver (DASPK) integrators [3, 17] and lower order adaptive 
backward Euler and related schemes [10, 12] have been developed. For the fixed and heuristic time stepping 
schemes, accuracy and efficiency are gained significantly with formal truncation error control and also 
improves the mass balance based on the formulation of RE. Hence, unconditional stability is an essential 
property of an effective time stepping scheme for RE, due to the stiffness of spatially discrete parabolic PDE 
[10]. 

This paper begins with a presentation of the RE, including a description of the numerical model used to 
discretize the spatial terms. Also the constitutive relationship, MOL, measures of performance and MATLAB 
ODE solvers are discussed in section 2. Three numerical tests are illustrated in section 3 to emphasize efficiency 
and robustness of the proposed method. In section 4 we evaluate the accuracy of the scheme. In addition to 
obtain accuracy and efficiency, we also discuss briefly other features of the method including root mean square 
error, modeling efficiency and mass balance errors. In the last section, we conclude our final remarks. 

 

II. Numerical Procedures 

2.1 Problem formulation 

RE may be formulated in several forms, depending on whether pressure (-based form), moisture (-based 
form), or both (mixed form) are used as state variables. The one dimensional pressure-head form of RE is given 
by: * ()    (    )+        * () (     )+,                                                               (2.1) 

where  is the pressure head [L], () is the volumetric soil moisture content [L3 L-3], K() is the nonnegative 
hydraulic conductivity [LT-1], t is the time [T], and z is the vertical coordinate assumed positive upward [L],  ()      is the moisture capacity [L-1], and Ss is the specific storage coefficient, which accounts for fluid 

matrix compressibility. In accounting for the effects of specific storage, the governing differential equation is an 
extension of the classical RE. 

The -based form of RE is the most commonly used numerical approach because it can be applied to 
both saturated and unsaturated conditions and of compliant heterogeneous soils. Conversely, very poor 
preservation of mass balance problems, undesirable time-step limitations [9] and comparatively slow 
convergence [18] are shown which imply seriously undermines its physical basis [19]. 

The equation (\ref{eqm:1}) can be rewrite in the form:       ()   (    )    * () (     )+,                                                          (2.2) 

or,       ()     ()    * () (     )+,                                                          (2.3) 

where   ()   ()  . 

To complete this RE model, we need to consider auxiliary conditions of the form:  (     )    ( ),                                                                                (2.4)  (       )    ,                                                                              (2.5)  (       )                                                                                  (2.6) 
where Z is the length of the domain and 0 (defined as initial condition) may be a function of space, but 1 
(bottom boundary condition) and 2 (top boundary condition) are constants. These simple conditions are 
adequate to develop a meaningful set of test problems.  
 
2.2 Constitutive relationship 

Solution of RE requires constitutive relations between the dependent variable (pressure head) and the 
nonlinear terms (moisture content, moisture capacity, and conductivity). The soil characteristic curves used in 
the test cases are given the van Genuchten model [2] which is the most commonly employed model and is given 
by: 
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 ( )          [  |  | ] ,       if                                                                               (2.7a) 

  ( )    ,                            if                                                                                (2.7b) 
  ( )    *         +  {  [  (          )   ] } ,    if                                                  (2.8a)  ( )    ,                                                        if                                                  (2.8b) 
  ( )          [  |  | ]   |  |   ,     if                                                                 (2.9a)  ( )   ,                                           if                                                                (2.9b) 

 

where   is the residual volumetric water content,    is the porosity,   is the mean pore size, and       ⁄  
is the uniformity of the pore-size distribution. 
 
2.3 Method of lines 

The MOL technique is a popular approach for variable step size, variable-order temporal integration 
[20, 21]. It is a recognized decoupling of the temporal and spatial approximations of a given solution to a 
system of partial differential algebraic equations. In the MOL approach, the temporal integration can be handled 
by sophisticated and mature algorithms and codes can be developed to solve systems of ODE or DAE aspects of 
the problems [22, 23]. As a result, peoples are inspiring with the MOL technique. 

To obtain the numerical solution of problems relating flow and transport in porous media, including 
RE, lately the MOL has become an attractive alternative approach than traditional approach [3, 17, 23, 24, 25]. 
For solving RE, the MOL technique has been demonstrated to be considerably more efficient than standard 
fixed time-step or fixed order empirically adaptive approaches [17]. Finite difference and mixed finite element 
spatial discretization approaches [25, 26], the issues involving the solution of the resulting system of algebraic 
equations [26, 27] are aspects of multidimensional and heterogeneous systems which have been investigated. 
With such developments, temporal integration of RE is considered relatively mature. 

MOL approaches for RE require a formulation such as (2.1), which is a single equation in one 
unknown and is independent of the particular method of discretization in space. Mixed forms of RE, 
simultaneously advance andin time with a standard, low-order time integration method (e.g., fully implicit or 
Crank-Nicolson methods) so as to conserve mass balance. It is formally one equation in two unknowns and as 
such cannot be given to an ODE solver. Therefore, mixed methods typically use first-order scheme to advance 
and achieve mass balance [6, 28]. The MOL will allow higher-order integration when based upon a high-order 
ODE solver.  

A MOL technique based on reduction of the original equation to a set of explicit ODEs would 
generally require rearranging (2.3) to the subsequent form:       ()     ()    * () (     )+,                                                               (2.10) 

which yields an explicit set of ODEs after the approximation of spatial derivatives. This approach is the clear 
one; on the other hand, the preliminary work found it to be an ineffective and relatively expensive approach for 
computing solutions to RE [17]. The difficulty with the technique is thatSa() can become very small for cases 
when saturated conditions enlarge and fluid compressibility is small. We present here a spatial discretised DAE 
approach which is not divide by Sa(). Popular methods based on (2.1) use this technique [11, 29] but are 
restricted to low-order methods in time. 
 
2.4 Spatial approximation 

The finite difference discretized RE with respect to the spatial dimension z, where z [0,Z]$ and 
consider a uniform spatial discretization comprised of  N-1 intervals of length z, with z = Z/(N-1), and    (   )   for      . 

 
The spatial operator :                             ( )     * () (     )+                                                                         (2.11) 

is approximated at z = zi for 1 < i < N by 
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   ( )  (     )    ⁄  (     )    ⁄        ⁄       ⁄   

      ⁄                  ⁄                  ⁄       ⁄        *     ⁄      (     ⁄       ⁄ )        ⁄     +      *     ⁄       ⁄ + 
   [(       )     (             )   (       )    ]      [         ],                  (2.12) 

 

where         and N is the total number of spatial nodes in the solution, i is the approximation to (zi), 

Ki=K(i) and                                                       ⁄    [ (    )   (  )],                                                                                (2.13)      ⁄    [ (  )   (    )],                                                                               (2.14) 

 
The DAE system that we solve a system of N-2 differential equations for the N-2 unknown functions of  ( ), 
subject to the boundary conditions   and  . The ith equation is:   (  )          ( )                                                                                                (2.15) 

where    is a spatial operator given by (2.14) and  (  )   (  )      (  )                                                                                    (2.16) 
 

2.5 ODE solver 

Implicit ODE or DAE integrator can be applied to solve the system of equations (2.15), with a stiff 
solver being the most realistic selection. The time integrator packages LSODE, VODE, DASSL, DASPK (is the 
latest version of DASSL) are available, which are all public domain time integrators accessible through netlib 
(http://www.netlib.org/). All are based upon forms of the backward differentiation formulas (BDFs). LSODE 
and VODE are ODE solvers, while DASSL is a DAE solver. All of these solvers are well appropriate to stiff 
systems of differential equations of the type encountered in the MOL solution of RE. 
The MOL involves discretising the spatial domain and thus replacing the PDE with a vector system of ODE, for 
which efficient and effective integrating packages have been developed [30, 31]. The MATLAB package has 
powerful vector and matrix treatment capabilities, a good set of ODE solvers, and an widespread functionality 
which can be used to execute the MOL [31]. 
MATLAB ODE solvers ode15s is used in this work as a time integration solver, which is a variable order solver 
based on the numerical differentiation formulas (NDFs). It uses the backward differentiation formulas (BDFs, 
also known as Gear's method) that are typically less efficient. In other words, it is a quasi-constant step size 
implementation of the NDFs in terms of backward differences. When ode45fails, or the solution is very 
inefficient, and/or one expect that the problem is stiff, or when solving a differential-algebraic problem, then 
ode15sis an suitable ODE solver [31, 32, 33, 34] but the accuracy of ode15sis low to medium. The MATLAB 
ODE solver is maintained automatic time stepping by construction, that is, solver can able to decrease or 
increase the require time step size to achieve the convergence within a specified tolerance. 

 
2.6 Performance measure 

To evaluate the robustness and efficiency of the MOL approach, we used four set of spatial nodes for 
each of the test cases. The number of successful steps, failed attempts, function evaluations, partial derivatives, 
LU decompositions, solutions of linear systems aremeasured as the computational performance of ODE solver. 
Characteristic of the method relative to changes in the refinement level and the cells number in the coarse grid 
are included in the studied area. Hence CPU time was measured as a one appropriate choice of work measure. 
Another important parameter for assessment of accurate results in this work is the number of nodes in the grid. 
The accuracy for each of the simulation is evaluated by means of the root mean square error (RMSE) and mass 
balance (MB) calculated with respect to the surrogate exact solution. The deviation between the fine and several 
sets of coarse solutions are quantified using a RMSE formula. Numerical errors are tracked by using a 
traditional MB approach. However, preserve an excellent closing of mass in the domain even though the 
internal structure of the solution was different from the fine solution. So, the calculated MB also reported for 
each of the runs. For an efficient and reliable numerical simulation, adequate conservation of global mass is 
necessary but not sufficient for acceptability. A low MB error is necessary but not sufficient condition to ensure 
accuracy of the solution. In other words, accurate solutions guarantee small MB error. So, we evaluated model 
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performance by calculating differences with an exact solution of the RE. For this purpose, the numerical 
solution is computed using a very fine grid. Also, we calculated the Modeling Efficiency (ME) to make surethe 
accuracy and efficiency of the approach. In this study, all of the numerical codes have been written by 
MATLAB 7.6.0 (2008a) software and executed on a Dell INSPIRON, 2.56 GHz system. 
We consider the following formula for measures of RMSE : ‖ ‖  *  ∑ (     )     +                                                                         (2.17)               

We consider   is the base solution, which is made by dense-grid resolution of the vertical soil column,   is 
the computed solution and N is the total number of nodes. 

Mass balance (MB) measurement for determination the ability of a scheme for mass conservation can 
be defined as follows:  

MB= (Total additional mass in the domain)/ (Total net flux into the domain), 
Here the additional mass is evaluated with respect to the initial mass in the system and it is calculated by the 
following formula:   (  )  ∑ (       )        ∑ {      ⁄ (             )    ⁄ (           )}                                                                (2.18) 

 

where     ⁄             and    ⁄          , n is the number of time steps,    is the pressure head in the jth time 

and Nth node and     and     are the initial and final values of moisture content in node i respectively. 
The following measures of analysis [35] were also used in the comparisons: 

Modeling efficiency:         ∑ (          )                                                                                   (2.19) 

where   is the mean calculated values. The ME (desired value is 1), is a global model performance measure 
which gives the ratio of the deviations with regard to the calculated solution. ME compares fluctuations in the 
computed solution with the exact solution. 
 

III. Numerical Tests 

Before stating numerical results to assure the objectives of this work, we describe three test problems on 
which these investigations were based, examine methods for quantifying the accuracy of the resultant solutions, 
and outline methods to compute the computational work required to achieve the results. A set of numerical 
experiments was performed, to assess the robustness of the approach, to investigate methods for improving the 
efficiency of solutions to RE, to evaluate the advantage of using higher-order methods in time and make a 
comparison of computational performance between the MATLAB ODE solver which is adaptive in time and 
the published results of Miller et al. [11]. 

 
3.1 Test problems 

Aspects of the MOL solution to RE, the approach is applied to three test problems: Problem I, Problem  
II, and Problem III. The simulation conditions are described in Table 1, including constitutive relation 
properties, spatial and temporal domains, and auxiliary conditions. In Table 1,tais the macroscale time step for 
adaption. Problem I has been previously examined by Miller et al. [11], Tocci et al. [17], and Rathfelder and 
Abriola[28]. The material properties for Problems II, and III correspond to a dune sand as reported by Kool and 
Parker [36], while the auxiliary conditions vary to yield a range of solution behavior.  

Problem I is a standard test problem [17] and is substantially easier than the remaining test problems 
for various reasons. The domain for Problem I is much shorter, the media is not as uniform and saturated 
conditions do not develop. Besides, it is a common test problem and very useful in clearly illustrating some 
important aspects of the MOL technique. 

Problem II is a vertical infiltration problem and has been analyzed by Tocci et al. [17], Miller et al. 
[17], as well as Kees et al. [37]. It has constant head boundary conditions at both top and bottom boundaries and 
a hydrostatic equilibrium initial condition. The combination of the initial and boundary conditions along with 
the constitutive relationships makes it a very difficult problem to solve accurately, since the solution includes an 
extremely sharp front in space that moves through the domain as a function of time. 

Problem III involves vertical infiltration with redistribution [37]. It has a constant head boundary 
condition at the bottom of the domain and a time dependent boundary condition at the top of the domain with 
hydrostatic equilibrium initial conditions. The time varying boundary condition yields a difficult two-front 
problem. 
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Table 1.Soil hydraulic properties used in the test problems 
Variable Problem I Problem II Problem III     (-)     (-) 
  (m-1) 

n (-) 
Ks (m/day) 
 (m) 

t (days) 
0 (m) 
1 (m) 
2(m) 

ta (days) 

0.102 
0.368 
3.350 
2.000 
7.970 

[0  0.3] 
[0  0.3] 
-10.0 
-10.0 
-0.75 
0.025 

0.093 
0.301 
5.470 
4.264 
5.040 
[0  10] 

[0  0.25] 
-z 
0.0 
0.1 

0.025 

0.093 
0.301 
5.470 
4.264 
5.040 
[5  10] 

[0  0.325] 
-z 
0.0    (           ) 

0.0125 

 
IV. Results And Discussion 

Each test case runs with RelTol (relative tolerance)=1.010-6 and AbsTol(absolute tolerance) =1.010-6. 
The coarse grid for each simulation contained 51 nodes. For each of the test problems, we generated temporal 
adaptive simulations with grids corresponding to uniform discretizations with 151, 451, and 1351 nodes. The 
dense grid solutions or exact solutions for all the test cases obtained on a uniform grid of 2701 nodes with the 
AbsTol and RelTol both set to 1.010-10. 

 
4.1 Problem I 

Figures 1 are a comparison of solution profiles for uniform grids for pressure head and aqueous phase 
volume fraction respectively. These solutions are very similar to the one reported in the literature [11]. 
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Fig. 1:Comparison of solution profiles (pressure head and aqueous phase volume fraction respectively) for 
uniform grids for Problem I. 

A comparison of computational statistics, such as the number of steps taken, the number of function 
evaluations, the number of Jacobian evaluations and CPU time for the various runs are tabulated in Table 2. As 
well as, the number of failed attempts, the number of LU decomposition and the number of solutions of linear 
systems are reported but the literature [11] is out of this measurement. Results are shown in Table 2 document 
that we satisfied the objective of this work. The solver makes very fewer number of Jacobianevaluation than the 
results of Miller et al. [11] for all the runs. For example, the MATLAB solver needs only 293 Jacobian 
evaluation and reused it each of the 1136 times it formed and factored an iteration matrix, on the other hand, 
5314 number of Jacobians calculation are needed to complete the simulation for the method used in the 
literature [11] in the case of 1351 nodes. All other performance of the  solver used in this work is satisfactory 
except the CPU time on the basis of comparison with Miller et. al.. It is clearly shown that the MATLAB ODE 
solver is very expensive than Miller et al. approach [11] for solving such problem. 

 
Table 2. Computational statistics of ODE solver for the Problem I 

 No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 

No. of  Successful 
Steps 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

1223 
1242 

2415 
2264 

4525 
3732 

6857 
5267 

No. of  Failed 
Attempts 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

61 
N/A 

124 
N/A 

245 
N/A 

414 
N/A 

No. of  Function 
Evaluations 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

2879 
3915 

9984 
6968 

60850 
11444 

410395 
16287 

No. of  Partial 
Derivatives 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

10 
1290 

33 
2306 

114 
3768 

293 
5314 

No. of  LU 
Decompositions 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

207 
N/A 

386 
N/A 

697 
N/A 

1136 
N/A 

No. of  Solutions 
of Linear Systems 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

2378 
N/A 

5033 
N/A 

9549 
N/A 

14844 
N/A 

CPU (s) ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

2.10 
0.85 

16.41 
2.52 

438.10 
12.83 

15020.73 
60.38 

 
 The RMSE for all the vertical discretizations are presented by the Figure 2. At the end of the 
simulation, the highest errors for 51, 151, 451, and 1351 nodes are 3.68 m, 1.31 m, 0.24 m, and 0.02 m 
respectively shown at about z=0.013 m. Sufficiently small errors are observed in the remaining domain of the 
problem. It is evident that the errors are reduced with increasing the number of nodes. RMSE, ME, amd MB 
errors for the four set of layers are presented in the Table 3 and acceptably small MB are found for all 
thediscretizations. We also analyzed residual errors because MB is not a sufficient criterion for comparing the 
relative accuracy of the models. For all the nodes ME are 1, this implies that, the solution is very close to the 
analytical solution. From the statistics of Table 3, it can be concluded that all runs have adequate and 
comparable accuracy.  

 
Fig. 2: Computed RMSE of all nodes for Problem I. 
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Table 3.Computed RMSE, ME, and MB errors for all the vertical discretizations of Problem I. 
No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 

RMSE 0.5696 0.1487 2.30e-2 2.30e-3 
ME 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
MB 4.30e-2 3.00e-3 4.92e-4 5.48e-9 

 
4.2 Problem II       

A comparison of solution profiles for uniform grids for pressure head and aqueous phase volume 
fraction respectively are presented by the Figures 3. The solution profiles are agreed well with the published 
report [11]. The computational performance of the Problem II for the various runs by the MOL approach is 
tabulated in the Table 4. Many fail attempts are occurred for all the cases. The CPU times column shows that 
the computational cost is highly increasing with increase the number of nodes. It is shown that the approach in 
[11]  is needed approximately 10, 16, and 30 times higher numbers of Jacobians than the MOL technique by 
using ODE solver for the 151, 451, and 1351 nodes respectively.  

It is find that from Figures 3 that the fronts are very sharp that even for 451 nodes. The maximum errors 
are concentrated at the front and these dominated the overall errors as they are orders of magnitude greater than 
the errors in the rest of the domain. The peak errors are shown at around z=3.2 m and these values are 2.65 m, 
2.65 m, 2.39 m, and 2.18 m for 51, 151, 451, and 1351 nodes respectively.Sufficiently small errors are observed 
at the remaining domain. The plot (Figure 4) is shown the error behaviors of all the nodes. The evaluated 
RMSE, MB, and ME of all discretizations are summarized in the Table 5. All cases have given sufficiently 
small values, which mean that the model is robust and efficient. ME for all the cases are approaches to 1, 
implies that the efficiency is very close to the analytical solution.  
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Fig. 3: Comparison of solution profiles (pressure head and aqueous phase volume fraction) for uniform grids for 
Problem II. 
 

Table 4. Computational statistics of ODE solver for the Problem II 
 No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 

No. of  Successful 
Steps 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

6295 
3671 

7560 
5004 

21179 
12615 

41944 
32989 

No. of  Failed 
Attempts 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

2100 
N/A 

1219 
N/A 

2838 
N/A 

6965 
N/A 

No. of  Function 
Evaluations 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

78220 
14775 

100352 
17153 

422750 
45059 

1.7512e+6 
123843 

No. of  Partial 
Derivatives 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

1230 
4128 

554 
5301 

837 
13415 

1203 
35430 

No. of  LU 
Decompositions 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

3071 
N/A 

1209 
N/A 

5335 
N/A 

13961 
N/A 

No. of  Solutions 
of Linear Systems 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

16715 
N/A 

17242 

N/A 
46086 

N/A 
127127 

N/A 
CPU (s) ode15s 

Miller et.al. 
55.86 
1.97 

150.74 
5.67 

3402.34 
44.90 

98559.89 
409.54 

 

 
Fig. 4: Computed RMSE of all nodes for Problem II. 

 
Table 5.Computed RMSE, ME, and MB errors for all the vertical discretizations of Problem II. 

No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 
RMSE 0.5696  0.1487  2.30e-2  2.30e-3 

ME 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
MB 4.30e-2  3.00e-3  4.92e-4  5.48e-9 

 
4.3 Test Problem III    

Figures 5 show a comparison of solution profiles for uniform grids for pressure head and aqueous phase 
volume fraction respectively and it is very similar to the published report [11]. It is obvious from the figures that 
there is a rapid infiltration of water from the surface is observed, followed by a period of redistribution of the 
water due to the dynamic boundary condition at the top of the domain.  

The computational performance of the ODE solvers for the several vertical discretizations of the 
Problem III is reported by the Table 6. It is evident that when increase the number of layers as trice, the 
successful steps of ODE solvers increase by approximately 3 times for all cases whereas these are increase 
approximately 2.5 times for the Miller et. al. approach. Very little number of Jacobians calculations are needed 
for ODE solver than Miller et. al. technique.  

Figure 6 shows the L2 norm of errors and the level of accuracy are obtained clearly for all the nodes.  
The highest errors 5.93 m, 7.02 m, 6.19 m, and 7.02 m are shown at around z=7.5 m for the grids 51, 151, 451, 
and 1351 respectively. The RMSE, ME and MB errors are summarized in the Table 7. 
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Fig. 5: Comparison of solution profiles (pressure head and aqueous phase volume fraction) for uniform grids for 
Problem III. 

 
Table 6. Computational statistics of ODE solver for the Problem III 

 No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 

No. of  Successful 
Steps 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

1937 
2086 

5244 
4363 

14674 
10493 

41994 
26477 

No. of  Failed 
Attempts 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

239 
N/A 

647 
N/A 

1840 
N/A 

5185 
N/A 

No. of  Function 
Evaluations 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

5390 
6996 

24582 
14755 

125137 
11444 

671949 
98561 

No. of  Partial 
Derivatives 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

29 
2236 

90 
4605 

209 
11088 

433 
28493 

No. of  LU 
Decompositions 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

480 
N/A 

1262 
N/A 

3404 
N/A 

9914 
N/A 

No. of  Solutions 
of Linear Systems 

ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

3939 
N/A 

11080 
N/A 

31080 
N/A 

87391 
N/A 

CPU (s) ode15s 
Miller et.al. 

5.24 
1.47 

96.31 
5.54 

1227.76 
40.44 

29856.58 
358.10 

 
Fig. 6: Computed RMSE of all nodes for Problem III. 
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Table 7.Computed RMSE, ME, and MB errors for all the vertical discretizations of Problem II. 
No. of nodes 51 151 451 1351 

RMSE 0.8312  0.7600  0.3879  0.1703 
ME 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
MB 4.9088e-5 0.0 0.0 0.0 

 

V. Conclusions 
We have formulated a spatial discretization method for a one-dimensional finite difference solution of 

RE. Three difficult test problems have been solved by using the MOL for a wide variety of error tolerances and 
spatial discretizations without difficulties. The sharp fronts were efficiently resolved under the MOL. For all the 
test problems, tables of computational statistics show that acceptable level of the number of function 
evaluations, the number of Jacobian evaluations, and the the number of steps taken are found. Therefore, the 
MOL framework is an efficient and robust solution of RE in one-dimension, adequate level of accuracy can be 
obtained with a substantial savings in computational effort and the approach implemented in this work has an 
excellent mass-conservation properties. Hence, the MOL approach is an attractive alternative to solve difficult 
sharp-front problems that arising in the RE. Many extension to this work are possible, including the 
development of improved error indicators or estimators, the investigation of alternative algorithmic operators 
for other aspects of the algorithm, and the extension to more complex multiphase problems. 
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